The Surf Guru: Stories

From the author of Alive in Necropolis a brazen, roiling, confident collection. (Los Angeles
Times). This is a book of brilliant, adventurous stories from award-winning author Doug
Dorst, widely celebrated as one of the most creative, original literary voices of his
generation-an heir to T.C. Boyle and Denis Johnson, or a Northern Californian Haruki
Murakami. Here in The Surf Guru, Dorsts full talent is on display.
Pinkbeards Revenge (The Adventures of Jo Schmo), Tuscany by Car -- the Complete Guide,
Captain America (2004-2011) #2, The Ambassadors Secret: Holbein and the World of the
Renaissance, The Khalil Gibran Collection Volume III, Magic Mushrooms, Faster Pastor,
Dorst's acclaimed debut, Alive in Necropolis, folded sci-fi, horror, and noir elements into a
layered coming-of-age story, and a similar mix of.
The Surf Guru has ratings and 32 reviews. christa said: Well. A book of brilliant, adventurous
stories from the award-winning Doug Dorst. With the. In his wide-ranging, technically daring
story collection, â€œThe Surf Guru,â€• no occupation is too offbeat for Doug Dorst. Over the
course of.
'The Surf Guru,' stories by Doug Dorst. FICTION. Gregory Leon Miller, Special to The
Chronicle. Published am PDT, Sunday, August Get this from a library! The surf guru: stories.
[Doug Dorst] -- A collections of twelve short works features tales about an aging surfing
champion who meditates on. A collections of twelve short works features tales about an aging
surfing champion who meditates on the sport's new generation, an acerbic botanist who draws.
In the title story of Austin writer Doug Dorst's new collection The Surf Guru, a surf-wear
entrepreneur evaluates the true meaning of success. Trove: Find and get Australian resources.
Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more. The cover of â€œThe Surf
Guru,â€• Doug Dorst's new story collection, evokes a Northern California beach town ripe
with characters. Speakeasy.
Dorst's second book, following his debut novel Alive in Necropolis (), is a varied, inventive
collection of stories.
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